Resource Guide
Right of Refusal
Seminar I in the series
Mobility in Post Democracy
With many states on the brink of a democratic collapse, the Mobility in Post Democracy series connects
to the simultaneous disdain and opportunity revealed in this moment by examining Post Democracy as a
condition informed by mobility— across institutions, states, and ideologies. This programming comes
out of a year of research and conversation with the Mobility in Post Democracy working group,
comprised of artists, critics, and New School faculty and students. Containing recommendations by
event participants and working group members, this resource guide offers articles, books, videos, and
interviews to deepen engagement with our public programming.
The Right of Refusal seminar consisted of two parts: a one-day exhibition of video game artworks and an
evening panel discussion. The exhibition Unplay: Action, Affect, Attention, curated by Lucas G. Pinheiro,
featured eight artworks whose interpretation of play as a political moment of pause and reflection
effectively calls into question the meaning of play in the face of capitalist appropriation. The panel
discussion engaged Parsons Professor Collen Macklin, Bat Yam Museum of Contemporary Art Director
Joshua Simon, artist Pilvi Takala, and Lucas Pinheiro in a conversation on the various guises of the right
to refuse and embrace non-participation. By framing resistance as a human right, the right of refusal
invokes coordinated action, solidarity, and the law to magnify the political implications of individual
decisions. The participants in this event argue for the right to refuse action and participation, to remain
silent, to reject market principles of efficiency, to refuse to be part of the system.
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